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Many crucial societal interactions are now mediated by algorithmic systems. We buy goods, find work and hire
each other, discuss current events, and make public decisions through online platforms. Non-profit and government
actors further use such systems to assign kids to schools [1], organs to patients [11], and food to food banks [10]. The
promise of these socio-technical systems is that they enable coordination at scale. Each participant can act locally
according to their own incentives, information, and constraints – and make global connections and impact. When
designed correctly, the system helps people to together achieve some shared goal, and ensures that the benefits are
divided fairly; meanwhile, bad designs waste resources and privilege some participants to the detriment of others.
Building these systems is challenging. The designer must decide who can participate, what participants can
do, and how they communicate to each other and the platform – while respecting business, legal, and human
constraints. Each decision affects participant incentives and information, and hence behavior and system outcomes.
The specific context determines good design. For example, commodity markets such as ride-hailing centrally set
prices, while ones with more heterogeneous products like lodging allow hosts to set their own, reflecting the relative
amount of information available to participants and the platform.
Many disciplines now consider the design of such systems. Practitioners at large companies run thousands
of experiments (A/B tests) a day, to evaluate everything from user interfaces and site design to algorithms for
matching, recommendation, and pricing [8, 12]. Whether a particular change is deployed depends on how it
performs on a suite of metrics. Such methods are best when theory and intuition is not precise enough to choose
among similar designs. For example, Google tested 40 shades of blue for web links [2].
However, experimental and data-driven methods are insufficient to design modern socio-technical systems. It
is often too expensive or simply infeasible to experimentally consider too many options. Some changes may be
too sensitive or risky to deploy, even in a limited environment. Such difficulties are compounded for changes that
are public-facing or have effects that may not be apparent on the time scale of an experiment. For example, in
ride-hailing markets, substantial changes to how drivers are paid should be paired with public communication,
naturally limiting how often such changes can be made.
Theoretical mechanism and market design models shed insight in such cases; under assumptions on participant
utility functions, they seek to predict behavior under large design changes. Such approaches are especially successful
at constructing system designs that provably are optimal under some objective (such as welfare), with attractive
properties (such as strategy-proofness). Different policies are compared by connecting individual actions under
the model to a global objective. Papers shed high-level insight on practical problems, and researchers apply their
training to design mechanisms outside academia, across domains [3].
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However, as the aphorism, “all models are wrong but some are useful” [6] suggests, design optimality guarantees are useful to the extent that the underlying model approximates reality. Real-world behavior often differs
substantially from that assumed by theoretical models, and mechanisms in practice often face subtle business, legal,
and human constraints that are difficult to model. Such factors make it difficult to predict a mechanism’s practical
impact a priori, before it is deployed or evaluated in a particular context.
These competing aspects of data-driven and theoretical approaches lead to a division of labor to design and build
socio-technical systems across domains; the latter provides high-level guidance and ideas, and the former evaluates
specific proposals and optimizes them in context. However, there are gaps at the interface of these approaches
– where platforms must make fine-grained design choices that are infeasible to wholly evaluate experimentally, but
for which coarse theoretical insights are insufficient:
• Optimal mechanisms may not be implementable in practice, for context-specific reasons. How do we test
assumptions and analyze good-enough approximations for a given application?
• Some experimentally-made design decisions affect downstream decisions and platform objectives. How do
we connect short-lived experimental measures to these long-run effects?
Motivated by such gaps, I demonstrate several approaches to connect the practically feasible to the theoretically
optimal, in service of building useful systems and solving central socio-technical design challenges. One recurring
lesson is that this approach requires focusing on a particular application and developing requisite domain knowledge;
through collaborations with practitioners, my work has informed systems at Uber, a large online labor platform,
and in participatory budgeting elections across the United States. The dissertation is organized as follows.
Part I, “Pricing in Online Marketplaces” This part is composed of a single chapter (Chapter 2),1 “Driver
Surge Pricing,” which presents a surge pricing scheme for drivers in ride-hailing platforms. The work grew out
of my summer at Uber; I was a data science intern on the team building a new driver surge mechanism (now
deployed across the US), in which the surged component of a trip payment is additive (independent of trip length)
as opposed to multiplicative (proportional to trip length), the historical standard.
The chapter presents the theoretical foundation that informed this change. Due to the temporal dynamics
of surge – in which certain time periods are more valuable than other periods, to balance the supply to available
drivers with the demand for rides – trips of different lengths have different driver opportunity costs. We model
surge evolution as a continuous-time Markov chain; in our model, we show that, with traditional, multiplicative
pricing schemes, strategically rejecting certain trip requests may maximize an individual driver’s earnings, to the
detriment of riders and other drivers. For example, it may be advantageous to reject short trips during surge
in the hopes of getting a longer surge trip. We then develop an incentive compatible pricing scheme with an
approximately affine, closed-form expression. Such simplicity is important in practice to enable transparency and
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communication of surge prices to drivers through a heat-map, and stands in contrast to previous works which
resolve such strategic concerns through prices that emerge from a global optimization framework [4, 5, 9]. Finally,
through both calibrated simulations and by analyzing counter-factual earnings from more than 500,000 ride-hailing
trips, we validate that our proposal would increase incentive compatibility and driver earnings stability in practice.
Part II, “Designing Rating Systems in Online Marketplaces” This part considers rating inflation: sellers
overwhelmingly receive positive ratings (on AirBnB, for example, almost 95% of hosts have an average rating of
at least 4.5/5 stars [13]). Such inflation leads to uninformative rating systems in which noise dominates.
In Chapter 3,2 we study how the platform can choose the multiple choice question that it asks raters. Each
potential question induces a joint distribution between the seller’s true underlying quality and the ratings they
receive. For example, asking “How did this freelancer compare to others you’ve hired” versus, “Please rate the
seller from 1 to 5 stars,” yields different responses, for the same quality seller. We develop a large deviations based
framework to quantify how quickly the platform recovers the true ranking of sellers, given this joint distribution.
This framework provides the ideal metric for an A/B test, connecting a design to a platform’s long-term goals,
without needing to run a long experiment to measure the outcome directly.
We then run an experiment on a large online labor market and show that platforms can get informative ratings,
by leveraging positive-skewed, verbal label scales (e.g., one scale ranges from Below Average to Best Freelancer I’ve
Hired). In the experiment, clients rate freelancers through various verbal and numeric scales. These scales induce
substantially different rating behaviors: while 80.6% of freelancers receive the best numeric rating, less than 35.8%
receive top verbal ratings; furthermore, clients are up to 31.8% more likely to rehire the freelancer after giving them
a top rating on a verbal scale than after giving them the top numeric score. Our theoretical framework quantifies the
resulting information gain and provides a principled way to choose among the scales given the behavioral data. These
results serve as a positive contrast to a long line of work proposing various changes that do not prevent inflation.
In Chapter 4,3 we show how a platform’s informational priorities should affect the rating system design. In
commodity markets such as ride-hailing, it is essential to separate unacceptable from acceptable participants as
quickly as possible. In superstar markets, on the other hand, fine differentiation among the best sellers is most
important. We formalize such goals as weighted versions of Kendall τ distance between the estimated and true
participant rankings. Then, in a setting in which rater responses are binary, we develop an efficient non-convex
optimization algorithm to find the optimal joint distribution, i.e., the relationship between the participant’s quality
and the probability at which they should receive a positive rating. This joint distribution maximizes the asymptotic
weighted accuracy and the large deviations rate at which it is reached. Our algorithm exploits a dimensionality
reduction in which only ranking mistakes between similar participants can dominate the large deviations rate at
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which the error decays. We find, for example, that it is optimal for most participants to receive primarily positive
ratings when the goal is to identify unacceptable ones.
Part III, “Designing Voting Mechanisms on Civic Engagement Platforms” Civic engagement platforms
enable people to collectively make complex, public decisions in an axiomatically fair way, applying the social choice tradition of Kenneth Arrow in a computational age. In participatory budgeting, people vote on how to allocate millions of
dollars across many candidate projects. A key challenge in such systems is to design the elicitation mechanism: participants must be able to share their opinions in a manner that is simple, expressive enough for decisions that lie in highdimensional spaces, and yet enables provably efficient aggregation. This part develops such mechanisms in a theorydriven way and then tests them through synthetic experiments and deployments on real municipal PB elections.4
In Chapter 5,5 we develop a new method for people to collectively make a decision on a societal budget. Voters
are sequentially asked for their ideal budget within a constraint set determined by the previous voter’s answer. This
process simulates stochastic gradient descent, and the asymptotic output provably maximizes societal welfare in
certain settings. In particular, if each voter’s dis-utility for a budget is its `p distance from their ideal budget, then
asking each voter for their favorite budget in a local `q dual ball provides a stochastic gradient for the societal welfare
function.6 Then, sequentially querying voters in this manner simulates stochastic gradient descent. We tested our
method by running elections on Amazon Mechanical Turk,7 demonstrating that (a) one can build an intuitive user
interface, and (b) the procedure converges to a consistent point across several runs, with a small number of voters.
Finally, in Chapter 6,8 we show how to optimize an existing elicitation mechanism – K Approval, in which
each voter identifies their favorite K candidates – in a principled manner. We extend the approach of the work
in Part II, showing how the value of K (e.g., eliciting 3 candidates versus 4) determines the large deviations rate
at which the asymptotic outcome is learned, even when it does not change the outcome. Then, with real voter
data from over thirty elections (including from our PB platform), we demonstrate that many multi-candidate
elections that select W winners are run sub-optimally; whereas voters are typically asked to identify their K =W
favorite candidates (e.g., K =1 in a winner-takes-all election), it is learning rate optimal to ask voters to identify
their favorite M >K candidates. This small change matters: in one election, asking for each voter’s two favorite
candidates versus single favorite would have been the difference between identifying the ultimate winner with a
99.9% vs 80% probability after 400 voters. This rule-of-thumb has influenced our recommendations for the elections
run by our partner cities, demonstrating the impact of combining theory with data analysis.

4 Run on our group’s platform, pbstanford.org. The platform has been used in over fifty elections, allocating tens of millions
of dollars with tens of thousands of voters. I was not involved in initial platform development, but contribute to its continued use.
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7 A demo of the system I built is available at http://54.183.140.235/radius/50/mechanism/l2/.
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Together, this thesis demonstrates several approaches to overcome gaps at the interface between theoretical and
data-driven approaches to design socio-technical systems.
(Approach 1) Empirically designing implementable mechanisms that approximate ideal ones.
Mechanism design solutions are often theoretically elegant but may violate real-world constraints. For example, they
may be too complicated to be understood by regular people, and so participants may not trust the system or act
strategically (sub-optimally) even when the mechanism is provably “strategy-proof” [7]. A platform designer must
then implement a mechanism that obeys its constraints and best approximates the first-best solution, even when
analyzing such mechanisms is theoretically intractable. Chapter 2 proceeds by first constructing an optimal solution,
and then empirically and numerically comparing different approximations of it to make a practical recommendation.
(Approach 2) Deriving principled outcome measurements for experiments.
Some design challenges, especially concerning platform user interfaces, both (a) are so contingent on idiosyncratic
human behavior that an experiment is necessary and (b) affect long-run platform objectives in ways that may not
be transparent in a short experiment. To address this challenge in various contexts, Chapters 3, 4 and 6 each start
with models of downstream platform decisions and how they’re differentially affected by the distribution of responses
from the user interface, yielding a statistic mapping such distributions to a long-run platform objective. Then,
we use both experiments and historical data to compare specific user interface designs with respect to this statistic.
(Approach 3) Building systems to evaluate mechanism usability and to test assumptions.
Some proposed mechanisms simply need to be tested, either in the lab or in a real-world setting. While a mechanism
may have desirable theoretical properties, the best proof of its practical usability is a working demonstration. In
Chapter 5, we derive a new voting mechanism with theory, build a usable system, and test it through controlled
experiments. Such end-to-end design and analysis is the promise of a truly interdisciplinary approach.
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